
Pro-Control.online is a web service that makes it possible to easily 
organize and control the quality of any number of diagnostic devices. 
It offers flexibility and scalability of a cloud service and great 
potential and complex functionality of the desktop application based 
on a universal medical images browser. The entire platform supports 
DICOM protocol that allows seamless integration with the hospital IT 
system making the data transfer safe and easy.

It can be used by both small dental practices and a chain of hospitals 
across the country and beyond. If many people are responsible for running 
tests in an organization, their separate accounts can be combined making it 
possible to get an insight into how the organization is running from one place.

WHAT IS PRO-CONTROL.ONLINE
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IN SHORT, QUALITY CONTROL PROCESS COMES DOWN TO: 
 PATIENT SUBSTITUTION METHOD – TREAT A PHANTOM 

AS YOU WOULD YOUR PATIENT
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4. Pro-Control.online automatically evaluates
    and stores tests online and locally

4. Manually evaluate tests by browsing
    old reports for reference values and then
    store them on yet another paper sheet

3. Pro-Control.online automatically
    analyses images on any computer

3. Manually analyse images
    on a diagnostic workstation

traditional
(hard) way (simple) way

2. Make an exposure / scan the phantom 1. Position the phantom in the device 
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HOW IT WORKS
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Fully automatic 
as well as manual analysis 
of test images
The application has a fully functional DICOM viewer, 
like the one in a diagnostic workstation, thus test images 
may be viewed in the most effective way. What is more, 
it may be used on every computer, even on a simple 
laptop.

Multiple modalities
Any number of devices from all modalities covered 
by quality control can be entered in the program. 
Every device is assigned tests which can be carried out 
on it with our phantoms.

User defined fail / pass criteria
For every test it is possible to define conditions specifying 
whether it is a pass or a fail (default values are 
in accordance with the current legal regulations).

FEATURES
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Constant synchronization 
and easy sharing
Your configuration, reports and other data 
can be synched and shared across all your installations 
- thanks to this you can check the status of diagnostic 
devices in all your remote locations from your local 
computer.

At a single glance you will see 
which test has not been passed 
and why
Results of tests carried out for a device are grouped 
according to dates, providing instant data about 
the general result of quality tests on a given day. 
A graphic symbol next to a test name informs about 
the result, and the information on the side panel gives 
the cause of a possible error in the test.

Safe and sound
Your configuration, reports and other data 
are always safe and accessible worldwide 
in our cloud - there is no danger of losing them 
because of computer failure. Data in the cloud 
is secured and backed up regularly. 
The highest level of security is guaranteed 
by our certified ISO 27001 system.
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ECO
Constant support and warranty 1)

Equipment supported 2): 1

Devices supported 3): 1

No. of tests limit 4): 2

Desktop app access: NO

Multiple users: NO

Full automatization 5): NO

Offline updates 6): NO

Monthly billing

Annual discount 7): 15%

BASIC
Constant support and warranty 1)

Equipment supported 2): 3

Devices supported 3): 10

No. of tests limit 4): 20

Desktop app access: YES

Multiple users: NO

Full automatization 5): NO

Offline updates 6): NO

Monthly billing

Annual discount 7): 15%

PRO
Constant support and warranty 1)

Equipment supported 2): unlimited

Devices supported 3): unlimited

No. of tests limit 4): unlimited

Desktop app access: YES

Multiple users: YES 8)

Full automatization 5): OPTION

Offline updates 6): NO

Monthly billing

Annual discount 7): 15%

1. all subscriptions come with constant support and warranty. We provide your software 
with up-to-date new versions, new features, entitled updates, and support, 
without extra charges except the subscription purchase. This not only guarantees 
constant trouble free usage thanks to the fixes and security patches, 
but the most important incremental enhancements to the total user experience

2. maximum amount of different QA equipment supported (phantoms, meters, etc.)

3. maximum number of diagnostic devices supported

4. number of tests that can be analyzed per month

5. full transfer and analysis automatization with the cloud

6. offline licensing and updates - special proxy service is used to provide updates 
and licensing to offline computers running the Pro-Control.online desktop app 
(requires presence of the internet connected computer in the intranet)

7. discount for purchasing annual subscriptions instead of the monthly billing

8. up to 3 users included in the subscription price
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